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Harry Duncan prints Abattoir Editions at the University of 
Nebraska at Omaha Fine Arts Press and was recently hailed in 
Newsweek as " the father of the post-World War II private-press 
movement. " Doors of Perception, a collection of his essays on book 
typography including the memoir in this issue, is forthcoming from 
W. Thomas Taylor, Austin, Texas. 
Thomas H. Getz is Assistant Professor of English at the 
Pennsylvania State University , York Campus . He has written 
primarily on contemporary poetry and is currently working on 
John Gardner, Henry James, and John Ashbery. 
Joseph Katz is Professor of English at the University of South 
Carolina. In addition to serving as editor of the Stephen Cran e 
Newsletter and of Proof, he has prepared critical editions of many 
of Crane's works and published, as well, The Portable Stephen 
Crane (Viking, 1969), Stephen Crane in Transition (Northern 
Illinois University Press, 1972), and The Complete Poems of 
- Stephen Crane (Cornell University Press, 1972). 
Albert D. Kirwan was Professor of History at the University of 
Kentucky and its seventh president (1968-1969). Among his books 
are The Confederacy (Meridian, 1959) , John]. Crittenden 
(Kentucky, 1962), and The South since Appomattox, with Thomas 
D. Clark (Oxford University Press, 1967). 
Edwin W. Marrs, Jr., editor of The Letters of Charles and Mary 
Anne Lamb (Cornell University Press, 1975-), is Professor of 
English at the University of Pittsburgh. Since 1975 he has been a 
vice-president of the Charles Lamb Society. He also edited The 
Letters of Thomas Carlyle to His Brother Alexander, with Related 
Family Letters (Harvard University Press, 1968). 
William J. Scheick is Professor of English at the University of Texas 
at Austin, where he also serves as editor of Texas Studies in 
Literature and Language. His books include The Will and the 
Word: The Poetry of Edward Taylor (University of Georgia Press, 
1974), The Writings of Jonathan Edwards (Texas A&M University 
Press, 1975), The Slender Human Word: Emerson 's Artistry in 
Prose (University of Tennessee Press, 1978), and The Half-Blood 
(University Press of Kentucky, 1979). 
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